


WHAT IS 
BIOINFORMATICS
 Bioinformatics is the interdisciplinary research area

at the interface between computer science and
biological science.

 Bioinformatics as a union of biology and
informatics: Bioinformatics involves the technology
that uses computers for storage ,retrieval,
manipulation and distribution of information
related to biological macromolecules such as
DNA,RNA, and proteins.( Luscombe et al.).



 Bioinformatics is the application of information
technology for the management and analysis of
biological data.

 The term Bioinformatics was coined by Pauline
Hogeweg in 1978.

 It is the combination of biology and information
technology.

 History of Bioinformatics can be attributed to the
origin and developments in sequencing of
macromolecules like protein and DNA.



 Bioinformatics differs from a related field known
as computational biology. Bioinformatics is
limited to seq, structural and functional analysis of
genes and genomes and their products and is often
considered computational molecular biology.

 Computational biology encompasses all biological 
areas that involve computation  for  E.g; 
Mathematical modeling of ecosystems, population  
dynamics, Application of game theory in 
behavioral studies and phylogenetic construction 
using fossils but do not involve biological 
macromolecules.



IMPORTANCE AND SCOPE



BIOLOGICAL DATABASES
 A Database is a computerized collection used to

store and organize data in such a way that
information can be retrieved easily via a variety of
search criteria.

 Databases are composed of computer hardware
and software for data management.

 The chief objective of the development of a db is to
organize data in a set of structured records to
enable easy retrieval of information.

 Each record also called an entry ,should contain a
no; of fields that hold the actual data items. For
Eg; Field for names, phone numbers, addresses,
dates.



 To retrieve a particular record from the database , a
user can specify a particular piece of information
called value, to be found in a particular field and
expect the computer to retrieve the whole data record.
This process is called making a query.

BIOLOGICAL DB- TYPES
1. PRIMARY DB

2. SECONDARY DB

3. SPECIALIZED DB- are those that created to a
particular research interest. eg: Fly base, HIV
seq data base



TYPES OF DATABASE
 Databases are classified in to 2 types depend on the

nature of information being stored.

1. Generalized database

2. Specialized database

1. Generalized database

Eg: Nucleic acid, Proteins, CHO

It is again divided in to two

i. Structural database

ii. Sequence database



1) Structural  database:-

It contain the individual seq record of
biochemically solved structures of macromolecules .

E.g.Protein 3-D structure

2) Sequence database:-

It contain individual sequence database and 
structural DB.

It is of two types

a) Nucleic acid database

b) Protein sequence database



1) NUCLEIC ACID DATABASE:
Nucleic acid database is again divided in to three
categories:- (Based on the contents)

i. Primary Databases

ii. Secondary Databases

iii. Composite Databases

PRIMARY DATABASES:-

 It contain data in their original form taken as such from
the source.

 E.g. NCBI, EMBL, Gen Bank,, DDBJ (Japan), PIR/NBRF
(USA)

 GSDB/NCGR (USA) DNA database

 PIR/NBRF(USA), PDB Protein data base



SECONDARY DATABASES:-
 Data derived in the analysis of primary database
 It contain annotated data and information .
 Two types:- They are
1.Genomic database    E.g.  TiGR
2.Proteomic database  E.g.  PROSITE,PRINTS, BLOCKS, 
IDENTIFY

Structure classification data bases- SCOP, CATH

Secondary Nucleotide seq databases are:-
• Unigene from NCBI
• STACK
• Ribosomal database project
• HIV seq DB
• Eukaryotic promoter DB
• REBASE



 Secondary protein databases are:-

1)Uniprot
SWISSPROT+TrEMBL+PIR Uniprot

consortium

High quality of annotation

Uniprot databases are knowledge-base

The worlds most comprehensive catalogue of 
information on proteins 

Consists of 2 sections:

1. Swiss-prot (manual annotation)

2. TrEMBL (computational analysis)



2)GOA (Gene Ontology annotation)

 Describe -gene products

 Molclar function

 Biological process

 Cellular component

3) GPCR  DATA BASE



SPECIALIZED DATA BASES:-

Are kabat – Immunology , LIGAND, Enzyme 
reaction ligands, PKR (Protein  kinase resoures),SDSC 
protein kinase etc.



NUCLEIC ACID DATABASES



NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCE 
DATABASE

 There are 3 premier institute in this world that are 
considered as the authority in the nucleotide sequence 
database

1. EMBL

2. Gen Bank

3. DDBJ



EMBL (EUROPEAN MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY LABORATORY)
EMBL, which was established in 1980 at the EMBL

Laboratories in Heidelberg, Germany.

 It was the world’s first nucleotide sequence database.

The EMBL at the EBI(European Bioinformatics Institute) is
the primary nucleotide resource in Europe.

 Include seqs from direct author submissions and genome
sequencing groups and from scientific literature and patent
applications.

Produced in collaborations with DDBJ and Gen Bank.

 In January 1998 ,EMBL Contained more than a million sps,
and representing more than 15500 sps.



 Information can be retrieved from EMBL using SRS 
system. This links the principal DNA and protein seq
db with motif, str mapping and other specialist db.

 EMBL may be searched with query seq via the EBIs 
web interfaces  to the BLAST and FASTA programmes.

 The URL for EMBL site is : www.ebi.ac.uk



Gen -Bank
 It is a db from NCBI(National centere for 

biotechnology information).

 It incorporates seq from publically available sources
primarily from direct author submissions and large
scale seqg project.

 Increased size of the db, coupled with the diversity of 
data sources available  and have made it convenient to 
split GenBank in to smaller ,discrete versions.

 Uses of subdivision:-

 Facilitates fast ,specific searches by restricting queries 
to particular db subsets.

 Additional information on the seq can be accessed via 
the articles







Uni Gene
 UniGene is an NCBI database of

the transcriptome and thus, despite the name, not
primarily a database for genes.

 Each entry is a set of transcripts that appear to stem
from the same transcription locus (i.e. gene or
expressed pseudogene).

 Information on protein similarities, gene
expression, cDNA clones, and genomic location
is included with each entry. Descriptions of the
UniGene transcript based and genome based build
procedures are available.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Center_for_Biotechnology_Information
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcriptome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcription_(genetics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcription_(genetics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudogene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complementary_DNA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_cloning


PROTEIN SEQUENCE 
DATABASES



PROTEIN SEQUENCE DATABASES
 The protein sequence database was developed at the

National Biomedical Research foundation(NBRF)in
the early 1980’s by Margerette Dayhoff.

 It is a collection of sequences for investigating
evolutionary relationship among proteins .

 The protein db is a collection of seq from several
sources, including translations from annotated coding
regions in Gene Bank, TPA as well as from Swiss Prot,
PIR,PRF and PDB.

 Protein dbs are the fundamental determinants of
biological structure and function.



PIR

(POTEIN INFORMATION 
RESOURCES)



PROTEIN SEQ DATABASES



 It was established  in 1984 by NBRF as a resource to 
assist researchers in the identification and 
interpretation of protein seq information.

 PIR is an effective combination of carefully created 
database information retrieval acess software.

 Its functionality includes browsing, searching, and 
analysis of other databases.

 The PIR maintains several databases about protiens

a) PIR-PSD- it is the main protein seq data base.

b) i-PRO CLASS- this is a data base for the classification 
of proteins a/c to str and functn.

c) ASDB- Annotation and similarity data base, each 
entry is linked to a  list of similar sequences.



d) PIR-NREF- This is a comprehncive non-redundant
collection of over 8 lakhs protein seqences.

f) NRL-3D -This is a db of seq and annotation of
proteins of known structure.

g) ALN- This is a database of protein seq alighnment.

 PIR dbs split in to 4 distinct sections designated as
PIR1,PIR2 PIR3,PIR4

 PIR2-which have not been fully retrieved.

 PIR3-include unverified entries

 PIR1- having fully classified and annotated entries

 PIR4-cntain artificial seq(man made)



SWISS-PROT
 It is a protein data base.

 It is a manually curated biological database of protein
seq.

 It was created in 1986 by Amos Bairoch during his
p.hd and developed by the Swiss Institute of
Bioinformatics and the European Bioinformatics
Institute.

 Swiss prot strives to provide reliable protein seqs
associated with a high level of annotation(such as the
description of the function of protein ,domain
structure.post translational modification,variants etc)
,a minimum level of redundancy and high level of
integration with other databases.



Tr EMBL
 Translated EMBL.

 Was created in 1996 as a computer –annotated
supplement to Swiss-prot.

 The db benefits from the Swiss-prot format and
contains translations of all coding seq in EMBL.

 It has 2 main sections-designated as

 SP-TrEMBL and REM-TrEMBL

 SP-TrEMBL- Swiss prot TrEMBL contain entries that
be incorporated in to SWISS-PROT,but that have not
yet been manually annotated.



 REM-TrEMBL contain seq that are not destined to be
included in swiss prot, these include immunoglobulins
and T-cell receptors ,sythetic seqs, patended seqs and
codon translators that do not encode real protiens.

 It was designed to address swiss prot like resource that
would allow very rapid acess toseq data from the
genome projects.



SECONDARY DATABASES



PROSITE
 It is a databases  of protein families and domains 

,biologically significant sites,patterns and proteins.

 It was the first sec. data base , now it is maintained by 
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics(SIB).

 It also help to reliably identify to which known protein
family a new seq belong.

 PROSITE was created in 1988 by Amos Bairoch .

 The latest version of PROSITE  contain 1676 entries.

 This database can be accessible with 
http://www.expasy.org/prosite



 The PROSITE sec.db are usually collect information 
from SWISS PROT and the stored information include 
regular expression called patterns. 

 The process used to derive patterns involves the
construction of a MSA and manual inspection to
identify conserved region.

 PROSITE offers tools for protein seq analysis and motif 
detection.

 P-fam:   can be used to view the domain organization 
of proteins.

 ProDom;  comprehensive set of protein domain 
families automatically generated from uniprot
database.



PRINTS
 It is a sec. database  which usually derive information 

from primary source namely OWL.

 The stored informations include alighned motifs-
called fingerprints.

 Within PRINTS ,Motifs are encoded as ungapped,
unweighted local alighnments called finger prints.

 It is introduced in 1993 it is similar to PROSITE
providing excellent documentation.



BLOCKS
 These are sec. data bases which derived information

from sources like PROSITE or PRINTS.

 The information stored as un gapped ,aligned motifs
called BLOCKS.

 It consisting of seq segments that are clustered ,to
reduce multiple contributions from groups of highly
similar or identical sequences.



IDENTIFY
 It is a automatically derived  tertiary database resource 

derived from BLOCKS and PRINTS.

 Here the informations stored as fuzzy regular 
expressions called patterns.

 This resource is produced in the Department of 
Biochemistry at Stanford University.

 The programme used to generate this resource is 
called e-MOTIF.

 IDENTIFY and its search software e-MOTIF are
acessible for use via the protein function web server
from the Biochemistry dept at Stanford.



STRUCTURE CLASSIFICATION 
DATABASE



SCOP (STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION 
OF PROTIENS)

 It is data base that provides a comprehensive
description of the evolutionary and functional
relationships of proteins based on similarity of three-
dimensional structure.

 Proteins are classified at the domain level and assigned 
to the following levels within the classification 
hierarchy.

1.families- The proteins that have seq identity of 
30% or higher.

2. super families- Proteins that share a common 
ancestry and functionality but low seq identity.



3. Common fold:-The proteins are classed under this
level when they have the same major sec.strs in the
same arrangement & with the same topology whether or
not they have a common evolutionary origin.

4.Class:- The general category of  grouping folds.



CATH    (Class, Architecture, 
Topology& Homology)

 Is a manually  curated classification of protein domain 
structures.

 This database is hierarchical classification of protein 
structure maintained at UCL.

 This database is constructed largely by automatic
methods.

 From these structures protein domain are identified 
and compared to identify homology relationships and 
other structural similarities.

 The hierarchy  can be browsed and relationships 
studied through the website.



 Within the hierarchy  there are five levels. They are 

1. CLASS: 

 This level is described from the growth sec. strutre
content and packing.

 In this level 4 classes of domain are recognized. They 
are mainly  alpha, beta , alternating alpha and beta, 
both alpha + beta structures,   those with low sec. str
content.

2.Architecture:

 It describes it gross arrangement of sec. strs

3.Topology:

 It gives a description that encompasses both the 
overall shape and connectivity of sec. strs.



4. Homology :

 It is the level the similarities are first identified  by seq
comparison and susequently by means of a structure 
comparison algorithm.

5. Sequence level:

• This level provides the final level with the hierarchy,
where the structures within the homology gps are
further clustered on the basis of seq identities greater
than 35% indicating highly similar structures &
function.



COMPOSITE PROTIEN 
DATABASES



COMPOSITE DATA BASES

 It is database  which amalgamates a no. of primary 
sources using a set of defined criteria that determines 
the priority of inclusion of the diff. sources and the 
level of redundancy retained.

1. NRDB

Is a non-identical composite protein sequence 
databases.

2. OWL

Is a non redundant composite databases.


